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This Talk: BSM physics implied 
by nu mass and its tests at LHC
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Neutrino Mass- What we 
do and dont know ?

Masses:                               ;
Mixings:                                      ;
Overall mass scale: < .1- 1 eV (roughly)

To be determined (expts in progress or planning)
(i)  Majorana or Dirac ?
(ii) Mass ordering: NH or IH
(iii) Value of
(iv) Any possible CP violation ?
(v) Leptonic unitarity (E. Lisi’s talk)
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Challenges for Theory
Neutrino mass New physics beyond SM:

Two important issues:

New mass scale                 
Is it accessible at the LHC ? 

Understanding flavor : Can we have a unified 
understanding quark- lepton mixings ?



Flavor Issues
(i) Mass hierarchies-especially
(ii) Strange mixing patterns: 

Leptons: Quarks:
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1. Why and 
Seesaw Mechanism

New mass problem- different from that of 
quarks and leptons: possibly a new scale 

Seesaw Paradigm: Add heavy right handed 
neutrinos to SM and play seesaw :

Two classes of seesaws depending on whether
N is Majorana or Dirac.
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Type I seesaw
(Minimal extension)

Breaks B-L : New scale 
and new physics beyond SM.
After EWSB 
-Neutrino majorana

Requires strong hierarchy:
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Inverse Seesaw
i.e. add another singlet

Requires weaker hierarchy

It is not the “largeness” of M but “smallness of mu”--
(RNM,86;RNM, Valle’86)
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Detailed BSM scenarios 
suggested by Seesaw

Type I : why is seesaw scale so far below Planck 
scale: Local B-L symmetry –specially compelling for 
lower (TeV ) scale seesaw !!
Inverse seesaw case:

Why why not

New Gauge symmetry can explain this !!
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A plausible new scenario

NR Gauge group:
New W’ and Z’
Fermion
assignment

Two Avatars of Low scale LR:
type I

Inverse seesaw +
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New symmetry scale
Neutrino masses do not determine 
seesaw scale

Type I seesaw:
;  MU~        GeV

GUTs: No collider signals without susy !

Seesaw scale  at  TeV
Inverse seesaw even with                  

seesaw scale can be TeV ; 
accessible at LHC:

tD mm ≈ GeVM R
1410≈ 1610
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2. Grand Unification and   
seesaw scale

Why Grand Unify ?
Unification of all matter and forces:

Electric charge quantization

Possible understanding of flavor

Grand unification may tell us where the 
seesaw scale is.



SO(10)-natural GUT theory
{16 }- spinor for all matter
-includes RH neutrino

Contains left-right group

Consider susy GUT to stabilize the gauge 
hierarchy !!

⊃ LBRL USUSU −⊗⊗ )1()2()2( cSU )3(⊗



A. Type I case:
Seesaw scale near GUT scale for coupling 
unification:                     TeV scale-No GUT 

Parida, Raichoudhuri, Majee, 09; Kopp, Lindner, Niro, Underwood’09



Testing GUT scale seesaw 
models

No SUSY: no test except neutrino mass
With SUSY
lepton flavor violation:

MEG range

Dutta, Mimura, RNM’05

Generic GUT prediction: Normal mass 
hierarchy meVm 3<ββ



Prediction of
Typically “larger”: (Albright, Rodejohann)

Specific flavor models:                          + 
SU(5)                                              SO(10)

(   T’:Chen, Mahanthappa)                                            (S4: Dutta, Mimura, RNM)
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B. Inverse Seesaw case
TeV Inverse seesaw does unify and give 
realstic model:

New SUSY GUT model for TeV scale nu-physics:
SO(10) Higgs: 16, 10, 54 +45 :(Dev, RNM, 09; PRD);



Radiative EWSB
GUT LR (type I) GUT withTeV LR

Driven by top Yukawa RH Neutrino Yukawa
A new alternative to MSSM.           (Dev, RNM’10)



Predictions for proton 
decay in TeV LR SO(10)

Requires squark masses > 1.2 TeV;



Dark matter in seesaw 
models:

Type I case:Usual Bino-Higgsino mixture- no other candidate !

Inverse seesaw case: (Fornengo, Arina, Bazzochi, Romao, Valle’08)

New DMNew DM :           :Two contributions to relic density:
Z’ exchange (Matchev, Lee, Nasri) No or small Z’ effect

cν~
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3. Searching for TeV
scale  Seesaw

Low energy bounds on LR scale
combination of KL-KS, epsilon, d_n together.(uncertainty
from long distance contribution);
Parity defined as usual:(               ) minimal model:

(An,Ji,Zhang,RNM ’07)

Parity as C (as in SUSY i.e.              )          (Maezza, Nesti
Nemevsek,Senjanovic’10)

With SUSY: bounds weaker: > 1 TeV (An, Ji, Zhang’08)

Collider (CDF,D0)  640-750 GeV.
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Bounds from Nu-less 
double beta decay

New contributions from WR-N exchange (only 
for Case I) (RNM, 86; Hirsch, Klapdor, Panella 96)

Diagram:

From Ge76:

Consistent with
WR in the TeV range.



TeV Seesaw signal from
Only neutrino 
contribution:
Inverse hierarchy 

Normal hierarchy

Punch line: 
Suppose long baseline  normal Hierarchy

and nonzero signal for            (+ RP if susy )

TeV WR and type I

νββ0

02
31 >Δm

νββ0



LR type I seesaw at LHC

WR and  Z’: ;
(Keung, Senjanovic; Han, Perez,Huang,Li, Wang; Del Aguila,  Aguilar-Saavedra;  de Blas,  Azuelos,

N-decay: (a)      mixing and/or (b)      exchange

type I : (a) negligible; 

(b)

Signal: ; no missing E
Background from

NlWdu R
+→→ NNZuu →→ '

jjlN ±→

,...,, WWnjWZnjnjtt

TeVM
RWN 4,10 3 <<< −

νθ

Nν RW

jjllpp ±±→



LHC Reach for WR
(Ferrari et al’00 ; Gninenko et al, 07)

Maleza, Nemevsek,Nesti, Senjanovic



Signals of LR Inverse 
seesaw

N mostly Dirac and

F.Nesti

Possible displaced vertex

Distinguishes between Type I and Inverse seesaw; 

310−>Nνθ ν+−−→ lljjlN ,



4. Partial Unification of   
with Type I seesaw

Unify quarks and leptons fully- forces partially:

explains electric charge quant., nu mass and q-l
mass relations.
New diquark Higgs appear as partners of seesaw 
Higgs:                
Two important implications:

LBRL USUSU −⊗⊗ )1()2()2( cSU )3(⊗ PSRL SUSUSU )4()2()2( ××⊂

LLllΔ QQqqΔ



Neutron-anti-neutron 
oscillation

Diquark Higgs+seesaw N-N-bar osc.
(Marshak, RNM’80)

TeV scale seesaw strength of NNbar transition
osc. time5
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Observable in Reactor 
searches

Oscillation time:~10-100 yrs for TeV seesaw. 
Precisely in the range of current reactor fluxes. 
ILL search 1990:

Coincidence:same osc time
gives nuclear decay with 
lifetimes at the limit:

Detector

  100 MW
HFIR

reactor

Cold
Neutron 

Moderator

reactor
  core

vacuum tubemagnetic shield
focusing
reflector

beam
dump

annihilation
    target

∅
  2.3 m

L ~ 200 - 500 m

 

with L ~ 90 m  and  t = 0.11 sec

measured Pnn < 1.6 ×10−18

τ > 8.6 ×107 sec

T bound = R×(Tfree)2
123 sec103.0 −×=R



Urgent search needed
Nuclear instability life times vs NNbar osc. 
Times:

Improving NNbar osc by a factor of 100 can provide important info 
on B-L scale and origin of matter



New Particles at LHC:
Color sextet scalars

Two production modes at LHC:
(I) Single production: 

xsection calculated in (RNM, Okada, Yu’07;) resonance 
peaks above SM background- decay to tt or tj
depending on RH nu  

Majorana coupling; directly measures seesaw 
parameters.

(II) Drell-Yan pair production:
( Chen, Klem, Rentala, Wang, 08; Berger et al. ‘10)

Leads to         final states:      LHC reach < TeV

cccc uuuuGqq *ΔΔ→→

tttt

qqΔ



Conclusion:
Seesaw- most compelling big picture framework 
for neutrino mass
SO(10)- just right GUT model:
(i) Grand unification of Type I+ II seesaw GUT 
scale seesaw signals are LFV via susy;

(ii) GUT embedding of Inverse seesaw allows TeV
WR, Z’ and N accessible at LHC; trilepton signal.
TeV scale Q-L unified type I seesaw
leads to observable NNbar osc. and new 
colored Higgs at LHC
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New signal for TeV Type I
Seesaw requires symmetry breaking by B-L=2 Higgs:

Doubly charged Higgs can have sub-TeV mass.
Very different from known Higgs in that it couples only 
to leptons and not to quarks: Coupling not small.
One coupling to left and another to the right sector:
Both decay to lepton pairs (from              coupling)
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Does leptogenesis work 
with TeV Z’ and WR ?

Conditions:
(i) RH neutrinos must be degenerate in mass to 
the level of                                   since h~10^-5 ;

(ii) Since there are fast processes at that 
temperature, the net lepton asymmetry and 
primordial lepton asym are related by                   

where    <1- depends on Z’ mediated                          
and inverse decay
TeV Z’ allowed by baryogenesis for  > few TeV
Z’ mass.  Prefer TeV Z’,WR SO(10) model.

MMM 10
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Lower bound on Z’ mass 
from leptogenesis

Lower the Z’ mass, faster the scattering and 
less the efficiency 
implying a lower limit 
on Z’ mass !!

MZ’ > 2.5 -3.2 TeV for MZ’ > 2MN (Accessible 
at LHC)

(Blanchet, Chacko, Granor, RNM: 
arXiv:0904.2974)



LR Z’ at LHC
Z’ – first to show up at LHC; Current limit~TeV (Langacker)

To tell it is related to neutrino mass (e.g. LR) is hard: 
couplings needed (Petriello, Quackenbush’09)

300 fb^-1-1000 fb^-1

Heavier the Z’, the harder it is.
In minimal LR models

TeVMTeVs Z 5.1,10 ' ==

RWZ MM 7.13.1' −>



LHC signal for TeV seesaw
No new forces (minimal seesaw)
Signal Strength given by         or                 mixing:

e.g. collider production for

Both negligible for type I seesaw but 
observable for inverse seesaw MN ~ TeV
Situation different with gauge forces !! 

M
m D N−ν

TeVM N <



Some other tests of TEV 
scale LR in SO(10)

In the minimal model, SO(10) and leptogenesis
reduces parameters and make it testable:
Leptonic non-unitarity predictions (Dev, RNM’07):

New PMNS matrix:                                    =
Where  for MN>1 TeV, 

Testable in short baseline neutrino osc. 
PRISM expect (10^{-18}).

(Antusch, Gavela, Biggio,Fernandez-Martinez, Lopez-Pavon; Malinsky,Ohlsson, Zhang;…)

16103)( −×=+→ γμ eB


